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cewek vs anjing for the vagina Trevor Noah is a brilliant comedian. He’s not afraid to be controversial, and he is well-versed in
politics. But his attempts to laugh over Donald Trump’s numerous scandals and failures end up oddly tired and dull. Noah

promised to defend his beloved Democrats while hosting the White House Correspondents’ Dinner on Saturday. He spent the
first few minutes talking about a bunch of sensational news headlines and then, in his typical comedic fashion, he picked apart
the president’s failures. He started off telling a joke about first lady Melania Trump, referring to her as a “former nude model.”

The crowd laughed and laughed, but most of the audience’s laughter was fake. It didn’t hit home, and you just knew that the
entire joke was to mock the first lady. Noah then transitioned into more serious territory by saying that he saw Donald Trump as
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